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NEWS BRIEFS
C 1990, USA TODAY/Apple College
Information Network

Angolia rebels want cea e-fire
U.S .-backed UNITA rebels in Angola
said they are seeking direct talks with the
Marxist government and are ready to
JIOClaim an immediate cease-fire in the
15-year civil war.

Barco calls for new strageties
Colombia's President Virgilio Barco
Monday called for new emphasis on
finding and treating the causes of drug
abuse, not just cracking down on drug
)loduction and trafficking. In a three-day
conference convened by British Prime
Minister Margaret Thatcher and the
United Nations that drew 500 delegates
from 112 colllltries, Barco said the war
against drugs has just begun.
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Police still
searching for
sexual assault
suspect
ANANDANSHANKAR MAZUMDAR
News Editor

The man suspected of sexually assaulting a woman on the morning of April 2 in
WSU's Medical Sciences Building is still at
large, according to Assistant Director of
Communication Lynnette Heard. "There is
an all-points bulletin out for his arrest," she
said.
The suspect, 43-year-old Mark A.
Failed pact won't stop summit
Sanders, was employed as a research
Sudden snags in talks to cut longassistant in the School of Medicine.
range nuclear arms will not affect plans
According to WSU University Communicafor May's superpower summit, White
tions Director Harry Battson, Sanders did
House spokesman Marlin Fitzwater said
not work on campus, but conducted
Monday. When Pre idcnt Bu hand
interviews for the Substance Abuse InterSovi t Pr id nt Mikhail Gorbachev
vcntion Program usually in downtown .
meet
y 30 in th USA , a draft on
Dayton or in Columbus.
loog-range arms pact was to be signed by
them, but talks last week produced little
Sanders was fired from his position at
irogress.
WSU for missing work several days in a
Conservatives win in Greece
row. He didn ' t come to work the Friday
before the alleged attack, and hasn't been
Greece conservative New Democracy
seen since then.
Pmy plans to form a new government
this week. The conservative leader
According to standard personnel policy,
Constantine Mitsotakis called for drastic
Heard said, "He would have been suschanges in the country's economy and
pended without prejudice," had he reported
foreign policy. Mitsotalcis swept into
to work after the incident and been arrested
power after a deal Monday with a small
in connection with the crime.
IYcllty led by Costis Stephanopoul.
Policy dictates that those arrested in
Mitsotakis' party won 150 of Parliaconnection with a police investigation be
Photo by Craig J. Opperman
ment's 300 seats in Sunday's election.
"placed on paid administrative leave
Senior Electrical Engineering major Vicky Mainella enjoys the warmer spring
DID YOU KNOW?
pending the outcome of an investigation." If weather while briefing hersetf on the new smoking policy.
~-=------.~••91.!"•• a case is dropped or dismissed after an
Day versus
investigation, Heard said the former suspect
Of the 13, 119 underg
would be reinstated, or if the charges are
Wsu, the majority of
not dropped "a pre-disciplinary hearing to
courses before 4:00p
assess the situation" would follow.
Here's....how
the
sclied
:
.
Anandashankar Mazum'dar
The first presentation will be given by
News Editor
Public Safety Director Roger Collinscandidate Dr. David C. Genaway on April
worth said th~ students, faculty, and staff
17 from 3 to 4 p.m. in 043-045 University
Three candidates for the directorship of Center. Arnold Hirshon will speak on April
are encouraged to follow safety guidelines
the university library will be speaking in
suggested in the past. After sexual assaults
26 in the same place at the same time of
Presentations
and Open Forums for the
at the University of Dayton campus in
day. Marian C. Winner will give her
University Community. A".cording to Patty presentation on May 3 from 3 to 4 p.m. in
February, Public Safety distributed a
Seifert, secretary to the WSU Associate
bulletin recommending that women not
the Upper Hearth Lounge.
Vice President for Academic Affairs, the
walk on campus unaccompanied and that
presentations are being given to allow the
the escort service, ext. 2242, or public
The topic of the presentations will be
candidates a chance to be heard by the
safety, ext. 2111, be called if they are
"The University Library of the 21st
university community.
Century."
needed.

Candidates speak on "The University
Library of the 21st Century"
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Computer services offers AIDS information to students Tip

Mc morie~

formed about AIDS.
Coakley is working on
updating WS U's AIDS News Editor
Online computer service.
According to Coakley,
"College students are
AIDS -Online "give
becoming the highe t ri k
tu dent a relatively
group for AIDS," accord ing to Michael J. Coakley, anonymou way to get
Director of WSU' Stud nt information on AIDS and
h w it i tran milled a
well a referral inf rmation."
tud nt arc
"It' a little out f
inf t d with HIV, h ay .
date," he aid , "e pccially
That mean there are
with regard to information
"po ibly 34 people at
Wright State who are HIV about local agencie ...
Most of this stuff [the
positive."
referral agencies] is in L.A.
For that reason,
and San Francisco [so] I've
Coakley says, WSU
contacted the AIDS
tudents should be in-

ANANDASHANKAR
MAZUMDAR

foundation in Dayton to get
it updated at no cost."
AIDS -Online is an
information ervice available through terminals
connected to WSU's IBM

~ STANI.EY H. KAPIAN
Take KaplanOrTakeYi urChance

(CPS) - At the University of Dayton, students
Russell Logue and John
Petry are demanding that the
administration stop the
Democratic Socialists of
America (DSA), a campu.)
group, from passing out
condoms on campus.
Controversies over
condom distribution have
arisen recently at Florida
In ti tute of Technology,
where the administration
top d a plan by the
tud nt p per to di tribute
condom. al ng with an
editorial urging students to
have a safe spring break.
Student editor at other
schools, including the
Univer ity of Arkansas and

Georgia State University,
pulled off successful
condom distributions.
For the past two years,
DSA members have marked
Valentine's Day by passing
out cor.doms inside cards
that say, "Love safely."
Because of the ensuing
controversy, DSA pa d
them out again March 28 to
"test the waters," DSA
member Jon Wentz said.
UD President Brother
Raymond Fitz, while
lion , did
criticizing th
not ~ rbid them.
Logue and Petry want
administrators to ban
condoms from being pa sed
out at the Roman Catholic
campu because it goes

Accepting Applications now!
We need waitresses
and Bartenders!
Venus Night Club
7031 N. Dixie Dr.
Dayton, Oh 45414
890-2542 Apply Now!!!

MOBILE
W HEELCHAIR
SPECIALISTS

-------------,

research updates, and a
guide to local community
AIDS-related ervices.
AIDS-Online al o has
interactive service . There
is an AIDS quiz, an "a k an
expert" ection, and a
e tion for ugge tion for
improvement of the
ervice. The pr ram wa
pur ha ed fr m the P ych l gy D partm nt of
alifomia tale Univer ity
at Long Bea h.
"The service began over
a year ago," says Coakley.

Student Health Services
Xenia tomadc
funded the purcha e of the for many pco:
software.
We are again

tornado cas
great importa:
those mcasun
should take UJ
conditi n fa,
formation of:
- Know e1
procedure at
place, i.e., em
notifi ation ;
closest r ute I
BEPREPAR
MUST DOS1
RATION. TlTIME TORE
TIME TO PC
- For Mai
library against the Catholic infonnation o
tradition, we have professon systems and t
and students who are
procedures ar
atheists ... a lot of things the brochure ·
State Univers
here smack Catholicism in
Procedures: I
the face."
Shelter." Get
"We don't think con- iL
doms have magical powers
- For off 1
to change people' moral- tions, refer to
ity," Wentz aid.
manager for c
While condoms are
procedures a:i
causing big headache for shelter areas.
-At homi
ome, others are making
be
designatec
money off f them. Two
memb rs sho
rec m Tuf l University

Mo t people haven ' t
heard of it, he ay ,
becau e of a lack of
promotion . "There wa a
flurry of a tivity when it
fir t went on line . . . [but,
f r exampl ], A k an
Expert ha n' t be n u d at
all," a rding to oakley.
"I'm going to try to do
ome general promotion,"
he says.

Condom issue surfaces at UD

For oth er locauons call 00 - KAP-TEST

. MOBILE
.
1 Th~ premier repair
WHEELCHAIR
I
company
SPECIALISTS I
in Dayton!!!
: 24 hour on call
FREE Labor with
I
434-5308
this coupon.
I 1-800-242-6348
Valid on first visit
L- - - - - - - - - - - - - ________________.
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Online," Klaus explains.
"If [the user] doesn't have
an ISPF account, they can
type in 'AIDS' for a u er
ID . .. and the password is
'AIDS' al o . .. anytime
they would like to get out
in the middle, type
' END. "'
According to Coakley,
AIDS -Online provid
gen rat information about
AID , national and local
tati tic on the disease,
bibliographies of book
and magazine articles,

against church teaching,
which says using contraceptives is wrong.
At one time, the pair had
even threatened taking their
complaint to the National
Conference on Catholic
Bishops.
"They felt the university
needed to make a clearer
stand for students trying to
follow Christian teachings
on sexuality," said Fath r
B b Hogan, advi r of the
Campu Mini try Evangelilation C mmitt c, f whi h
both Logu an<l Petry are
member.
During the fir t condom
distribution in 1989,
admini trator is ued a
tatement saying they didn't
upport the di tribution.
This year, DSA members
weren ' t allowed to pass the
condoms out in the student
union.
Banning anything that
challenges Catholic doctrine
would wipe out more than
just condom distributions,
Wentz says.
"We have books in the

graduate , owners f
Cu!-.LOm mdom , ar
s llmg ustom-packagcd
condom at more than 20
universitie around the
country. The package port
a takeoff on the hool '
logo.
At the Univer ity of
Pitt burgh, where the
custom condoms feature a
panther on the package,
officials are trying to find
out whether Pitt is entitled
to a slice of the profits
because the panther on the
package resembles the
school's Pitt Panther logo.

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
And they're both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
mean you 're part of a health care
ystem in which educational and
~
career advancement are the rule ,
~ ' not the exception. The gold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you 're
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713 ,
Clifton, NJ 07015.

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALLYOU CAM BE.
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We are again approaching Lhe
tornado sea n and it is of
great importance to rcvi w
tho e measures which pcopl
should ta1ce und r w ·ather
condition favorable to the
fonnation of a t mad .
- Know cm rg n y
procedure at y ur w rk
place, i.e., emerg n y
notifi ation yst m . y ur
closest r ute to ta1ce, etc. TO
BE PREPARED, YOU
MUST 00 SOME PREPARATION. THERE IS ONLY
TIME TO REACT, NOT
TIME TO PONDER.
- For Main Campus,
information on notification
systems and emergency
procedures are contained in

the brochure titled "Wright
State University Emergency
Procedures: Evacuation and
Shelter." Get a copy and study
nk con- it
:al powers
- For off campus loca's moral- tions, refer to your building
manager for established
procedures and designated
ns are
lChe for shelter areas .
-At home a shelter should
making
bedesignated and all family
Tl. Two
memb rs should und rstand
rers1ty

what to do. A flash light and a
battery-operated radio should be
immediately available.
- Everyone should get in the
habit of listening to weather
forecasts during the day and
prior to retiring for the night. If
conditions are favorable for
severe weather, mentally
prepare yourself on what yo u
are going to do.
MAlNCAMPUS
- The primary notification
system is the steady ounding of
the outdoor siren system.
- The public address system
will provide verbal instructions
to all upper level main campus
buildings except the Frederick
A. White Center and the
University Apartments. A
secondary telephone notification system will be used to
provide warning to these as well
as the lower campus buildings.
- Upon hearing the siren or
receiving verbal notification.
proceed immediately to the
closest designated shelter.
Directional arrows are available
in all hallways showing the way
to the closest shelter.
- Able-bodied individuals
are asked to use the stairs,
leaving the elevators for our
handicapped population.
- Remain calm and in the

shelter area until instructions
are received.
AT HOME
- Identify a shelter. The
central portion of the firs t floor
such as a closet, bathroom, or
in terior hallway are places to
con idcr. Experts no longer
advocate seeking shelter in the
southwest comer of the
building. Getting under
something sturdy such as a
workbench or table may
provide additional protection.
Keep away form windows or
other large glass objects due to
the high potential for serious
injury from flying glass.
- 00 NOT take time to
open windows and doors. Get to
your shelter as fast as possible.
For other locations, such as
mobile homes, cars, or out-ofdoors, people should seek
shelter in a building. 00 NOT
remain in your mobile home or
vehicle since either one is vulnerable to overturning during
strong winds. Where shelter
within a building is unavailable,
seek a low area such as a
culvert, ditch. or gully and
remain low to the ground.
Remember to protect your head
as much as possible.
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$1 to The Nature Conserof poured resin) sales will
vancy, which preserves
go to Wildlife Co nservation
sanctuaries for endangered
International.
plants and animals.
The March issue of
- Ellen Tracy ' s fashion Vog ue says designers are
ads - in March issue of
Fashion designers and
using more natural fibers,
Elle, E gg , IIG, Mirabella,
retailers are taking on the
avoiding chemical additives
Vanity Fair , Vogue and
environment - promoting
and incorporating nature
Town & Country - tell
eco-consciousness in ads,
themes in fabric design.
readers where to call to join
promotions and campaigns
Another delivers the
the Nature Conservancy.
for the cause.
message on customers'
- Jewelry producer
It's not just another
backs. Robin Piccone of
Carolee Designs is touting
fashion fad, says Christian
Body Glove International
"Save the Elephant SaturGilbert of the Fashion
has swimwear imprinted
Service. "Sure, it's hip to be day" March 24 at departwith "Keep our ocean
ment stores nationwide: 10
green, but fashion reflects
blue," "Keep our water
percent of faux ivory (made clean."
social issues. We're very
concerned about what is
happening with our planet."
Free Video on Big-Screen Stereo TV in the Rat
Expressions of the trend:
- Esprit's spring
catalog, now printed on
recycled paper, says the
company is redesigning
packaging and taking steps
to reduce waste. Customers,
it declares, should "evaluate
Wednesday, April 11 at 5pm
carefully what they need
and buy accordingly . ... The
resources of the earth are
Friday, April 13 at 12pm
finite."
Next Week:
With the sale of each
$26 tote bag imprinted with
Heavy Metal
images of endangered
species, Esprit will donate
ANITA MANNING
© 1990, USA TODAY/
Apple College Information
Ne twork

Robin Williams
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Courtesy ofWSU Dept. of
Environmental Health and
Safety
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Retailers find ecology
•
consciousness
fashionable

Tips for tornado season

rvices
Xenia tornado remain vivid
se of the for many people in this area.
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EARN UP TO $30 A WEEK
BY DONATING
THE QUICKER,
SAFER,

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING
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START YOUR CLIMB
TO CAREER SUCCESS THIS SUMMER.
Apply now for six weeks of Army ROTC
leadership training. With pay, without
obligation.
You'll develop the d1sc1plme,
confidence, and decisiveness 11 takes to
succeed in any career. And you'll qualify
to earn Army officer credentials while
you're completing your college studies.
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ARMY ROTC
TWO-YEAR PROGRAM
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

Find out more: Contact CPT. English.
337 Allyn Hall • 873-2763
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Depp breaks on
to screen with
"Cr y Baby"
TOM GREEN

gas station. He's going to
©1990, USA TODAYI
be a major star."
Apple College lnfonnation
The only sour note in
Network.
all of this is Depp• s Fox
TV series, ''21 Jump
Baby-f~e.d Johnny
Street," the vehicle that
Depp - he's not the boy
put him on Hollywood's
next door, but he's not
fast track. The show is
your mother's worst night- poised for a fifth season,
mare, either.
and he's tired of it "I'm
The street-smart star of obligated," he says. "If
Fox TV's 'Ll Jump
the show gets picked up,
Street" is a once-shy exI' 11 be there."
punk kid who can't help
But his focus is clearly
thrilling young girls, but
elsewhere. Although he's
now stands poised to
been on the big screen in
become a very hot
the 1984 original "Nightgrownup.
mare on Elm Street" and
"I don't see myself as a had a small part in Oliver
bad boy,"' says the polite,
Stone's "Platoon," "Crysoftspoken teen idol, 26,
Baby" looks like the
who suddenly finds life as breakthrough in a dicey
ripe for the plucking~ i1 journey that"includes
gets.
drugs, booze and rock 'n •
He's engaged to 18roll.
year-old actress Winona
Born in Kentucky, but
Ryder ("He.athers"), their
rrMe.d in Florida, Depp
tempestuous affair keeping was a kid playing guitar in
gos.sips agog. The movie
band~ by the time he was
musical "Cry-Baby" 13 or 14. He was fooling
which casts him as a •50s
around with drugs in the
juvenile delinquent in his
seventh grade. His parents
first starring role - opens divorced when he was 15
Friday, and then he's off to and he dropped out of
film a new fantasy from
school at 16.
"Batman" director Tim
"I did my share of
Burton, with Ryder as his
despicable stuff," he says
co-star.
of misbehavior such as
"It, s great to be able to vandalism, stealing things,
work with the one you love egging cars, breaking and
and to get paid for spendentering into schools and
ing time with her."
trashing things.
"I don't see what I was
Meanwhile, Us magadoing as a kid as 'bad
zine touts him as one of
boy.• What I was doing
Hollywood's 10 sexiest
bachelors, Rolling Stone
was out of boredom. I
says he• s a "hot face," and dropped out of school
the nation's theater owners because I was bored with
it All I had on my mind
have proclaimed him
"1990 male star of tomorwas playing the guitar.
row."
"As far as anything
''People see in him the
else I did - the drugs and
drinking - was basically
kind of movie star you
could possibly meet," says out of curiosity. I wasn •t a
mean kid who did a lot of
"Cry-Baby" director John
crime. It's not like I would
Waters. "He's the cutest
boy who ever worked in a
see "Depp" page 14
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Success sparks
personal friendship
YV NNELIPPS

Mui Writer
The release of their
second single, 'Bang Bang,•
has firmly placed Danger
Danger in the forefront of
the rock 'n' roll scene.
The band got together in
1987 and caught their big
break when Lenny Pizi
asked them if they would
like something a little more
permanent. What band
wouldn •t? So Danger
Danger went to work on
their self-titled debut album.
Currently on tour with
Alice Cooper, the boys in
Danger Danger have rested
very little since the release
of their album. They began
touring with Warrant, then
Faster Pus.sycat, and they're
back at it. I cau~ht u_p with
Ted Poley (vocals), Andy
Timmons (guitar), Bruno
Ravel (bass), Steve West
(drums), and Kasey Smith
(keyboards), and not only
did I discover what humorous, talented, intelligent, and
genuinely nice guys they are
but a whole lot more.
I think their different
upbringings have made
them the way they are and
helped develop their
fabulous chemistry. Steve is
athletic, Andy and his

family pent a lot of time
moving around while Ted
and Kasey spent their time
doing the nonnal boy things.
The most interesting fact of
all is that Bruno was in the
Julliard Youth Symphony
playing cello. Do you
believe that one?
All their hard work has
left them with a bunch of
tall tales. Bruno related a
tale of Steve and a cow in
Wyoming. Steve and Kasey
tell another fine animal story
of a jackolope in Denver.
The problem with these
stories is that I'm not
allowed to print them. The
one we can use is about a
food fight they had with
Warrant It has become a
tradition for the opening
band to "dwnp" on the new
opening act so in Portland,
Oregon, Warrant happily
followed the cu tom. They
filled me in on the cream
pie, lunch tray, shaving
cream and flour battle in
which, according to the
Danger Danger boys, they
got the best of Warrant,
especially Janey Lane. I
wonder what Warrant has to
say about that?
So in the middle of this
interview I got a phone call
from another outstanding
new band, Electric Angels.

Ted Poley of Danger Danger
While talking with bas.sist
Jonathan Daniel, not only
did I discover that Electric
An~els are friends with
Danger Danger, but that
Steve West' favorite food
is salad, not creamy Skippy.
The Angels have just
released their self-titled
debut album and the first
single is 'Rattlesnake
Kisses' which had it's MTV
world premiere on the
Headbanger' s Ball. The
album and the single both
are really hot. It is hard
driving rock 'n' roll mixed
with elegant yet powerful
lyrics. As well as being the

bassist for the Electric
Angels, Jonathan Daniel ·
the groups• chief songw ·
but his pats Shane ~vocal
Ryan Roxie (guitars), and
John Schubert (drums) h
him out.
The band began play'
in Los Angeles but they
followed their hearts to
York where things began ,,___ _
change and happen for
them.They Were Opening r Round I
for bands like Iggy Pop, o~~~~J~
Skid Row. Kix, and z . E trave l
Mind Warp and writing •~asN ~
material. The new mate · 06-736-o
is important because
see "Banda" page 14

Heroes in the half shell are hot ticket
addicts mutate into movie
stars with a $15 million
live-action adventure,
"Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles," in theaters nationwide.
They're mean. They're
Just who are these four
green. They're radioactive. And there's probably no masked adolescents who
way to escape an encounter spout surfer slang like
"cowabunga" and "awewith one or more of these
some"?
nuked-up amphibians this
They're "certainly not
spring.
Sesame Street," says Kerry
If there is a product a
Salaz, 30, of Mount Vernon,
child uses, chances are you
Wash., whose 5-year-old
can find one with Teenage
son, Jason, loves the turtles.
Mutant Ninja Turtles on it.
Teenage Mutant Ninja
Friday, the smart-mouthed,
Turtles are the invention of
sewer-dwelling pizza
SUSAN WLOSZCZYNA

©1990, USA TODAY/
Apple College Information
Network.

New England artists Kevin
Eastman, 27, and Peter
Laird, 36, who sketched the
turtles as a superhero
parody one night in 1983.
The turtles started life as
cult comic book heroes,
graduated to a syndicated
TV cartoon show, then diversified into toys,-videos,
cereal and more until they
became the m,ass market
titans they are today.
Their superhero story is
simple - they mutated
from regular turtles when
they met up with radioactive glop. As for their

names - they're a little
deeper than the run-ofmill "Scooby-Do" or " F
Flintstone." These guys
named Leonardo,
Michaelangelo, Donatell
and Raphael. (Yes, they'
named for Renaissance
painters.)
"The turtles are a
phenomenon as rare as a
Magic Johnson, as uniq
as a Joe DiMaggio or a
Robert De Niro," says
Carlat, editor of Toy &
Hobby World.
Kids are a key to the

st

SU

Sp
Cal

see "Turtles" page 6 F!S~~
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_____, 'Think globally, act locally" for Earth Week

Environmental awaress ha become m re than
st the concern of a
ndfull of activi . ts and
ienti . J and Jane
blic ar bee ming aware
t if we c ntinu t
ison and pl und r ur
orld w will f
grave
nsequence .
In light of this, a group
Wright State students
ve banded together to
Environmental Action
d have dedicated themIves to improving our
rid. "We are trying to
e people aware of the
pact they have on the
vironment every day of
· lives," says the
_ _ _., __ p' s education chairper' Heather Dine.
Their first success was
organize Earth Week
Electric
tivities here at WSU. Not
y did they organize all of
activities, but also they
'ned the endor cment of
e ident Mulh llan who
icially d ri d April 16to be WSU's celebration
~gan play·
Earth Week.
: but they
hearts to
ings began,.__ _ _ _ _ _ _....,

ppen for
re opening
Iggy Pop
'.
:, and Zodi
..
.d wntmg

others planned both nationally and locally across the
country thi spring, including events at other Dayton
area colleges and universitie ," President Mulhollan
stated in a letter designating
WSU's celebration of Earth
Weck.
During Earth Weck,
Environm ntal Action will
have a booth on the
Campus Quadrangle which
will be promoting environmental awareness and
educating students on how
they can play an active role
in protecting the environment.
Various other participating groups will also be
giving out similar information. In addition, WSU will
host several lectures in
conjunction with Earth
Week. For more details see
the adjourning calendar.
The students forming
Environmental Action did
so out of their own concern
for the environment.
Saving the Earth is an
individual effort. In the
words of Mar.garet Mead,
"Never think that a few
people working together
can't make a difference.
Indeed, that's all that ever
has."

Earth Week Activities
April 16 - 20. 1990
Presented by
Enviromental Action of Wright State University

Information booths on the Quad
April 17-19 11a.m.-3p.m.
Schedule of speakers in Upper Hearth Lounge
Univeristy Center
MONDAY APR 16

1 p.m."Growing organicly"

1 p.m. "Landfi lls"

1 p . m. " Role of local air pollution
control agencies" -John Paul Reg. Air
Poll. Cntrl. Agency

Kathy Ann Randall
Wegerzyn Garden Center

Marian Simmons
League of Women Voters

2p.m. "Global warming: The
American Response" Keith Schlesinger

2 p.m. "Dayton's Environmental
Challenge s"

TUESDAY APR. 17
11 a.m. " Anthropogenic effects

WS U History Department; Union of
Concerned Scientists

on natural ecosystems"Dr.Allen
Burton WSU BIO Dept.

" Solid waste bill #592:
Incineration & alternatives"
Dr. Jack Dustin

Jane Forest, Ohio Citz. Action

2 p.m . "Solid waste management
a n intergrated approach"
Jim Lyman/Liz Brewer
Mont. Co. Solid Waste Man.

WS U Urban Affai rs Department

Susan Bradford
ODRN's SW Scenic R iver Coordinator

7 p.m.

FRIDAY APRIL 20

"Recycling in the Miami

Valley"
3p. m. " Concequences of oil spills"

Diane Tuthill
Save Our Environment

Trent Wren, Park District
Dayton/Mont. County

bese guys
rdo,
o, Donatell
(Yes, they'
:naissance

es are a

as rare as a
m, as uniq
aggio or a

Biology Preserve"

11a. m. "Howand why
envronmentalists should influence
legislators"

11 a.m " Recycling at Wright

Tracy Kemp, Sierra Club

WSU Biology Department

State"
Dr. Tim Wood

Audio Etc ....
THE FINEST IN AUDIO & VIDEO EQUIPMENT
COME HEAR THE AREA'S BEST SOUND SYSTEMS FEATURING:
-_ .. .!_._ _ _ _ • -

Pro
Tan
Get a head
start on
your
summer
tan!

Jwst 5 minutes from Wright
State and Wright Pall.
95 E. Dayton-Yellow
Springs Rd.
Call 879-7303
es" page 6 l'!S~~~~~~~~

iro," says
·of Toy &
1.
l key to the

10 a.m. "A walk through WSU's
Dr. James R unkle
WS U Biology Department

~use

."page 14

3 p.m. "Citizen action through
scenic river water sample"

3 p.m.

1 p.m . "Waste Management

lae Ship J obs
NG Men · Women . Summer/
r Round PHOTOGRAPHERS .
OUR GUIDES . RE CRE ATION
RSONNEL ExceHen1 P•Y plus
E travel CartObean Hawaii,
am
South Pac1hc . Mexico.
l NOW! c.11 retunoao1e .
06-736-0775, Ext . 600NK

1

Dave Freeman
WHIOTV7

SONY ES
N.A.D.
INFIN ITY
VANDERSTEEN
CELESTION
MORDAUNT-SHORT
JVC VIDEO
COUNTERPOINT
SPECTRUM
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MONSTER CABLE
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B&K
FORTE
SUMIKO PRODUCTS
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GRADO
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Turtles
continued from page 4

The turtles do have
turtle' succe .
vocal critics. Say Joanne
"They're funny.
Oppenheim, author of " Buy
They' re like me - they
Mc! Buy Me! The Bank
love pizza and o do I ,"
Street Guide to Choo ing
y Hadiya Boyd-Ramzey, Toy for Children":
"They ' re the late t of the
9, of SL Loui .
Hadiya' mom, pediatri- ' buy-me' . ' I don't undertand the gro -out humor.
cian Sheila Boyd, 33, i n' t
a ur : " I watch it with her, They're a limited f rm of
play."
but I don't und r tand the
he predi th ir reign
in th
y kingd m may
h rd u ht rto th m vie
(rat
)? " I'd have a r al n aring an end. " M . t
a ti n 1gur have nly a
hard tim with h r if I
thre -year lif pan."
didn't."
A with mo t HollyPeggy Charren, the
wood fairy talc , there'
ou poken head of A Lion
for Children's Televi ion,
talk of a equel.
Co-creator Eastman ys
find the turtles ar n' t bad
he's been having nighta far a cartoon r wdie
mares. But not about evil
go. She appreciate the
humor, but, "un fort unately, ninja warrior .
"Last night, I dreamt we
it may forever change the
went on Oprah." H may
w y people think of a
get th re ooner than he
won erful arti t like
thinks.
11ch langelo. '

Copilot opens students' ca
MARCIA HARDY
Staff Writer

For the fir t time in 27year-old Jon Bennett' life,
he can complete hi own
writing a ignment for
classe thank to a new
computer acce ibility
pro ram f r poople with
v rem t r di abilitie .
ar the
pil t.
d i nat d name
pil t wa d vel pcd
by Dr. Blair Rowley, chair
and profe or of Biomedical and Human Factor Engi neering at WS U and
graduate student Carol
Davi.
The program enables
di ablcd tuden to mo e a
joy tick to direct the cur or
n th ir omputer r en to

letters of the alphabet,
punctuation, and a variety
of command . For word
longer than ix letter , the
Ludent can call up a
dictionary Ii ting for the
letter of the fir t word .
Binary technique allow the
file to be divided and
ubdivid d until th de ired
word i i und.
Alth ugh thi pr
r lativcly I w, pil
n up a n w w rid f r
Bennett and the oth r 11
di abled Wright State
students using thi program.
Until now, Bennett had to
rely on others to type hi
a ignrnents while he
dictated.
C pilot, which Rowley
refer to a gateway
system, allow pc pie like

Bennett who have little or
no capacity to u a computer keyboard to operate
tandard computer and
oftware. "With limited
control or no u e of their
hand and fing r , these
people have faced extreme
barrier t c mpl ting their
edu ati n and finding
cmploym nt," Rowley aid.
" hr u h th gateway
y

t

interfacc p ple with scv
di abiliti to computers.
That re arch produced a
Virtual Keyboard Interfa
M dulc (V-KIM) which
rv e a a gateway
tween c mputer program u h
opi lot a
c mm r ial pro ram u
n lBM -typc per nal
mput r..
V-KIM

m," h

pc pie with

v re m t r
handi ap an do the me
omputcr k a ablebodied office workers or
tudents. The handicapped
per on can now be a more
equal competitor in the job
market."
Copi lot i the re ult of a
three year re carch effort to
find a better method to

other Mier oft Di k
Operating Sy tern program . A c ord ing to
Row l , it i e y to ct
lower in ~ t than custom
design' 1 equipment and
see " Copi lot" page 7

Alt ho

last ~

STUDENTS:

Your college rout i
RTA Route 13
The Winner

Avoid parking Hassles!

Of A 10k Gold

Call th RTA Ride Line at 226-1144 for Route
and Schedule Information

HERFF JONES
College Ring!
V1s1t the Hertf Jones
College Ring display at
the location and times
ltsted below and receive
a complimentary bo
of Cracker Jack brand
snacks. while supplies
last Each box contains
av luable discount
certificate which can
be used on the purchase of your Hert f
Jones College Ring
and 1 lucky student
will receive a certificate for the Grand
Prize . . . a Her1f
Jones College Ring!

r--------------'---------___J
WIN A FREE RING!
Free Cracker Jacks, w hile supplies last!
A pril 10, 11 & 12 a t the wsu Bookstore 10am-3pm

L1m1t-1 box per student.
No purchase necessary
Olf1c1al contest rules available from the Herff Jones
representative.

HERFF JONES

Next to last chanc e to p urchase your WSU ring before
g raduation ! ($40.00 deposit required)
*Cracker Jack and the design of Sailor Jack and Bingo are registered trademarks of Borden. Inc.

College Rings

Your Automatic Pilot

Bring this coupon and sho\v )Our
validation card to W.S. U's Parking
Services for a $5.00 discount on
April's pass.

------------------------Coupon

RrrA
$5.00 discount on Apr.ii, 1990's
monthly bus pass
Coupon good only at Parking Services in Room
044 Allyn Hall
Expires 4/31/90. Limit one discount per person.

L-------------------------
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WEDNESDAY, APRIL 11

ch

•Dead Poets Society - big screen 1V at 5 p.m. in
'

)-

ute

--

s

Im

--

the Rat
•Word Wednesday- soul and rap music and
dance with a live DJ, at 7:30 p.m. in the
Rat

THURSDAY,APRIL 12
• Softball at home against Butler at 3:30 p.m.
•Women's t nnis at home against Northern
Kentucky at 4 p.m.
•Kit Flying Cont s t - UCB sponsored, kites and
string provided, at 4 p.m. across from the
soccer field

FRIDAY, APRIL 13

•Dead Poets Society - big screen 1V at 11 :30 .m.
in the Rat
•Baseball at home against Dayton at 4 p.m.
•Pink Flamingos - Wright State Cinema at 9 p.m.
in 116 Health Sciences Building
SATURDAY, APRIL 14
Photo by Craig J. Opperman

Although they didn't win, this group still rapped to an appreciative audience at the campus wide talent show
last Wednesday night.

Campuses crack down on drug abuse
(CPS) - Delaware's
attorney general has asked
colleges in the state to expel
students who illegally use
drugs or alcohol, even if the
stud n aren't convicted of
breaking any law .
If the hool comply,
they would have ome of
the toughe t campu antidrug policies in the nation.
In January, the governors of
Nebraska and Georgia
called for similar crackdowns on student drug
users in their states. In
addition , Arizona and
Wisconsin lawmakers are
considering bills to cut off
state financial aid to
students who use drugs.
Students who apply for
federal financial aid in the
form of a Pell grant must
affirm that they will not
engage in any illicit drug
use or activity on their
application form.
In a letter sent in mid-

C.opilot
continued from page 6

be matched to the user's
best system of input. Others
might use a switch which
might enable them to
operate the system through
movements of their eyebrows or elbows. The
... '-.

41'

\...

"I

........ _

............

" ' ... . . .. -

March to the University of
Delaware and Delaware
State, Wesley, and Delaware Technical and
Community colleges,
Attorney General Charles
Oberly told campus
presidents that campus drug
and alcohol policies aren't
working and that student
users should be expelled.
Oberly's call will get
serious consideration, at
least at the University of
Delaware.
"We have a problem in
our nation and on campuses
with drug and alcohol
abuse," University of
Delaware President E. A.
Trabant said. "Oberly's
aware of the problem and
working to try and make
things better."
There have been several
recent incidents of student
drug and alcohol use on
Delaware campuses. In
February, for example,

system can also be controlled by a speech recognition system.
According to Rowley,
"What was needed was an
interface to enable people
with disabilities to use
software more easily. The
result was V-KIM, which is

-- --- ,..-"'-"'

........

~

""'.,

............

three Wesley students were
arrested on drug trafficking
charges.
An investigation of an
alleged gang rape in
September 1989 at a
University of Delaware
fraternity party revealed
that heavy drinking beforehand was partly to blame,
Oberly said.
Tough rules won't stop
college rapes, but Oberly
thinks they would help.
"We'll always have these
incidents," he said. "But
tighter policies will probably decrease the number of
them."
In early February, a
survey released from the
University of Illinois found
that a majority of rapes
committed on campuses
involved fraternities and
alcohol.
Widespread underage
drinking at a University of
Delaware football game last

the backbone for developing programs such as
Copilot and, by serving as
the gateway between these
programs and commercial
software, enables people
like Jon Bennett to complete their education and
enter the workforce."
....... ·--- --· .....~ - ~ ·-"" ·-

fall is another example,
Oberly says.
"There is a responsibility that the university not
close its eyes to illegal
.activities that are going on
within the university
community," Oberly wrote
the college presiden~.
"There is a great deal of
underage drinking on
campuses," Oberly said.
"It's a flagrant disregard for
the law, and kids should not
be exempt."
On Match 27, just days
after Oberly's letter,
University of Delaware
officials suspended education department administrator Clifford Meisel after
police found 38 marijuana
plants in his home.

•Women's tennis at home against Akron and
Cincinnatti at 9 a.m.
•Softball at home against Akron at 1 p.m.
•Pink Flamingos - Wright State Cinema at 9 p.m.
in 116 Health Sciences Building

SUNDAY, APRIL 15
• WSU Medievalist club meets at 6:45 p.m. in
Millett lounge

•How Much Wood Does a Woodchuck Chuck, God's
Angry Man, Last Words, Precautions
Against Fanatics - Wright Sate Cinama at
7 p.m in 116 Health Sciences Building
MONDAY, APRIL 16
•Heavy Metal - big screen 1V at 3 p.m. in the Rat
TUESDAY, APRIL 17
•Alternative Tuesday - alternative music and
dance with live DJ at 7:30 p.m. in the Rat

Wright State Cinema: $1.50 - WSU students
$2.50 - staff I faculty
$3.00 - all others
Items for Campus Calendar must be submitted
by the Wednesday prior to publication
-Christine Arnold

·wanted .Editor-in-Chief
.The Guardian
Highly motivated and ambitious student with proven management
and journalism skills needed to oversee student-operated newspaper for
1990-91 academic year.. Editor-in-Chiefhires, trains and supervises 2550 employees; oversees business, advertising, editorial, photography,
graphics and production departments.
·
Knowledge of newswriting and editing, AP style, ad sales, production
and management are essential.

*Deadline to apply: April 23, 1990
*Position Descriptions and applications available from
Student Media Coordinator Karyn Campbell, 046 U.C. x2987
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Baseball players always want more to do less
getting paid en ugh. Oh puh-leeze! Well it wa about thi
point that I changed th channel to Cosby, or MASH or
whatever rerun I could find. Sports b ically u k wh n
ide takes precedent over the game.
the big bu in
I'd have 1 k d the niveling twits out t . The
turkey get paid ver ix digi
year to go out and play a
game. N w they want more.
A thew ck went by, we all heard about the economic w s of Plant ity and the other Spring training
towns that rely on god almighty baseball for their livelihood. The tory pulled at my heartstrings considering
how these are the people that charge triple the real world
The boys of Summer are back at it.
When I heard the baseball strike had come to an end, it prices to everyone with an out-of-state plate on their car.
It sort of reminded me of vermin in a flood.
had to be 'he worst news of the year. I thought that if
Once the news media ran out of special interest angles
there was anything redeeming about the strike it was the
of the strike, it pretty much disappeared from public view.
possibility that the season would be at least shortened, if
Baseball slipped out of my mind and I turned to ESPN to
not cancelled.
see if they had put auto racing back on Thursday nights
ow don't get me wrong. I was all set to go down to
where it had always been and should have stayed if the
the ball park and be a Reds fan again this year. I stopped
ESPN
people hadn't decided to broadcast major league
when they made Pete Ro e the manager and, with no
baseball
(big whoop!) in that spot in tead.
other team of preference, I guess I gave up the sport
Nope,
no racing. But guess what. If you elected to
completely.
watch,
what
you saw was hours and hours of talk about
This year was going to be different. The Reds have a
the
strike.
You
mean they' re still hashing this out? I didn't
decent manager in Lou Pinella and I don't have to worry
think
anyone
cared
anymore. The sports world was even
about Ro e crewing up any other professional except for
starting
to
get
boring
through the week. Now ,the weekpossibly fixing a horse ra e.
ends
were
still
okay,
mind
you, because race drivers don't
So here sits Urick, popcorn in hand, an ice cold glas
go
on
trike.
But
Monday
through
Friday, when I occaof iced tea on the table and Omar Williams telling me that
sionally
tried
to
fit
in
a
Cubs
game
with Harry Caray (a
the player haven't tarted Spring training yet.
true
Cub
fan
and
a
Bud
man),
all
I
could
find was another
What? No ba ball? Why?
c liege ba ketball game. Let's face it, all those armpits
uld pie e t g ther, th owne 1 eked
tart to l k alike after awhile.
the player aid they weren't
out the player

Let 'em ride the bus
and sleep at Motel 6
for a season

After learning everything I never want d to know
about the busine of b eball, it finally l ked like a
ettlement was at hand. Do we get it? No! We got at least
another week of tty public rclati n maneuvering.
Frankly, I'm up et wilh b th id .
Th owner h uld have never given in, but the
player h uld hav never c mpl in d in the fir t pla
Tw w rd um up what I w uld ay t the player .
GROW UP!
Players don't lease the tadium. Player d n't have to
pay overhead. Players don't have to keep the field clean
and the stadium painted. Players don't buy the plane
tickets or foot the hotel bill. Players only do one thing for
the organization, namely, play the game.
Players come out and stand in a field, hoping the ball
doesn't come to them. And it doesn't if the pitcher is
doing his job. And if they are like Eric Davis, they spend
half the season on the disabled list (becau e they are too
bored to stand out there another minute) and then demand
a raise at the end of the year.
As for the owner , they should have bitten the bullet
and shut the turkeys out on principle. I know that's a little
much to ask where the almighty buck is concerned, but
what happens at the end of this contract? And another
thing, you wouldn't have this problem if you stopped
spoiling the player . Make 'em ride the bus for a season
then maybe they'll be too worried about their hemorrhoids to cry about pay.
Anyway, if I want to ee something that behaves like a
profe sional ball player, I'll go to the monkey cage at the
zoo. They don't want $3 million a year to stand there and
scratch where it itche .

----

Reader appalled Letter of appreciation directed to WSU
The tudents and faculty of Wright State University:

To the Editor.

I am writing in response to the recent di play of
WWSU-FM on their University Center bulletin board.
Over the past weekend, I had the opportunity to walk
past this board and I was appalled. In the past, I have
witnessed some real artistic and near ingenious work by
various WWSU staff members. On this occasion,
however, this was not the case.
What I saw was a collection of broken. mutilated, and
melted vinyl record albums .. the original labels rep~aced
with white mailing labels. On theseJabels written in
black marker, were various slogans.or sayings about how
they don't play certain pop artists' music.
While l am not a huge fan of pop music, 1 am
offended when ANYONE feels that their opinion is so
important that it most be forced upon me or anyone else.
Understanding that this display was only meant to gain
li5tenership,.1 assert that the displ~y only did the opp<r
site. Poople I . ~-..V in;:_the hall \Vere equally offended by
this disptaf aJJ.~f W.qU14 noi.~ .· pei-St)(t4~. :~Jisten t0:this·
statiOn if µils,:type:hf.'activity.::is #mdone&'.\.. .
.: .·:.'.·.
I find: idroij~c .that w\v~U-F1f:Wo·ui(fpost'such a'.:
display, alienating anyone who might like any of the
groups that the radio station mentioned, and then post
''Listen to 106.9 WWSU.h Perhaps it would be a better
marketing strategy to concentrate on listing the stations
positives rather than pointing out other's faults.
7

J. Timothy Stewart
Senior
Organizational Comr:n unicati~n~

Brian's death was a shock to everyone that knew and
loved him. On the day he died, my other brother, Mark,
was visiting me. Mark had commented that cemcd to be
I am an inmate at the Lebanon Correctional Facility. I
having more fun now than at any other time in his life. We
am in my second year of college as a Human Servic
major in a program spon ored by Wilmington College.
spoke of how proud we were of him and even envisioned
During the past two weeks I've had a lot on my mind and
him as being a great scientist someday. It's so sad and
I've been finding it very difficult to study. I've been feeling ironic that while we were imagining his future, he was
ending his life. My family and I have lost a part of us that
this way because on February 10, 1990, my youngest
can never be replaced, but we will love him always and
brother, Brian, took his own life.
Brian attended WSU and was due to graduate soon. He
miss him forever.
I want to thank the people of WSU who have made
was a chemistry major and a member of the chemistry club.
donations for Brian's memorial placque, a special thanks to
He was a highly respected teacher's assistant to Dr.
the Chemistry Department, chemistry club, Dr. Fortman,
Fortman and often spoke of how much he enjoyed being a
and Dr. Ketcha all of whom Brian spoke fondly of. My
TA. Brian was always a good student and never got into
any trouble. He was a kind, helpful and caring person who
family and I want everyone who attended the funeral or
sent flowers to know that your sentiments were greatly
never did anyone wrong. Brian never took drugs and was
appreciated.
usually the designated driver when he went to parties with
Sincerely,
his friends.
Thomas M. Tavlor

Ask yourself...

To the Editor:
Does the "right to life" require all to be parents? Forbid
birth control? Does the "right to religion" require all to
have a religion? Which one? If one can be legislated why
not both? Do "rights" dictate morals? Who's? Blood
transfusions are a "sin" for some religions, should they be
banned? What if they're 100 percent right? Would they be
outlawed? Should they? Should government be allowed to
control religion and family planning?
Walter Stuckler
Fruitport, Michigan

Terms of Advertising
The Guardian reserves the right to censor, reject, or disapprove any advertising copy in accordance with any present or
future The Guardian advertising acceptance rules.
Advertising that intentionally advocates sedition or other
illegal actions, violates normal standards, or attacks an
individual's worth on the basis of race, nationality, ethnic
group, sex or religion is prohibited. Advertising that promotes
or that might aid academic dishonesty is prohibited. Appearance of advertising in The Guardian should not be used to

infer the staff supports or condones the use of the products or
services mentioned therein.

lWxl
........

Comic redacted due to copyright

JEFF LOUDERBACK
Sports Editor

and Mike Witt in the
Que tion marks surround provide mu h-needed JEFF LO
rotation. Free agent signee
the AL East. With the
leader hip for youthful Sports Ed
Mike mith n (7-14 with
~Brewer like Gary Sheffi
Thi could be the tart of
Bo ton la t sea n) could
Toronto, last year'
Egos 2
a dyna ty.
work hi way into the top
divi i n hampi n , will Apple its
Like the New Y rk
five.
j in B t n, Baltim re York Met
Yanke in the 1 2 ' and
t kpilcd with pitch r ,
n
Milwaukee f r the pc field last i
th Big Red M hine f th
ali~ mia i in dire n
f
hampi n hip ring n t
Ten ic
1970' , they c uld oar
a w r-hitting utficld r.
n, ut nly if Oakland
attitiude
away with divi i n title after
hili Davi ·' 22 dinger and
can av id an injury-filled
Hernande
divi ion title.
everla ting neme i
hind
ason. Dave Parker, St rm 90 RB I led the Angel l t
Darryl Sti
This was common banter
season. But manager Doug
the plate by signing Tony
Davis and T ny Phillip
around th
from many baseball experts Davi , who tallied 44 saves
Pena from St. Louis. With
departed Oakland in the off- Rader desperately need a
And , t
and fans alike after the
in 48 opportunities for San
30-100 slugger - somehis rifle arm and productive
season. Unlike last season,
season, th
Oakland Athletics won the
Diego, signed a contract
bat, the Red Sox hope Pena
the A's can't afford in juries thing Davis, Devon White
hapened t
1990 AL EAST PRE.
or Brian Downing cannot
1989 World Series - their
can top the .228 average,
with the Royals for $13
to key players like Jose
finished s
DI TIONS
second consecutive journey million over four years.
eight homers and 64 RBI
do.
Canseco, Walt Weiss and
Chicago<
Alonr• with Davis,
With Harold Baines,
to the Fall Classic.
produced by Rich Gedman
bullpen ace Dennis EckerToim
I . BOSTON
Ruben Sierra, Rafael
Kansas ity owns last year's sley.
But, after an assortment
and Rick Cerone last season.
and off th
2. BALTIMORE
of changes in the off-season, American League Cy Young
Boston has a lethal
The re-signing of Rickey Palmeiro, Julio Franco and
unloaded
3. TORONTO
Oakland finds itself facing a Award winner in Bret
slugger Pete lncaviglia in
punch in the batting order
Henderson should fill a
Hernande
4.MILWAUKEE
the lineup, Texas should
Saberhagen (23-6, 2.16
with Mike Greenwell, Wade
fierce battle just to defend
portion of the offensive
disposed
5.NEWYORK
E.R.A.).
post big numbers offenthe American League West
Boggs, Ellis Burks and
holes left by Parker. If the
Perlozzo .
6. CLEVELAND
sively. Defensive wizard
crown.
Dwight Evans. Like every
With that duo and the
A's hope to repeat, they
Only six J
7. DETROIT
trio of Tom Gordon (17-9),
A division once considGary Pettis was added in
year, the main concern in
need productive offensive
centerfield.
Beantown is pitching. Roger
ered the worst collection of Mark Gubicza (15-11) and
seasons from outfielder
1990 AL WEST
Clemens, Mike Boddicker
Pitching is the question
teams in Major League
free agent signee Storm
Dave Hender on and catcher
PREDICTIONS
in Arlington. Nolan Ryan
and John Dopson form a
Baseball, the AL West is
Davis (19-7 with Oakland), Terry Steinba h.
JEFF L(
and Charlie Hough continue formidable trio on the hill.
now the most balanced
Kansas City possesses the
With the addition of
to grind their po t-40 year
division in baseball.
Boston acquired Shane
most lethal pitching staff in Mark Lang ton, California
1. KANSAS CITY Sports Ed
Rawley to bolster the
2.0AKLAND
Kansas City, Loudy's
the American League.
has one of the league's most old arms. Jeff Russell was
Wrigt
choice to capture the 199
Experienced veteran
bott m of the staff.
3. CALIFORNIA
the AL's be t fireman with
lid pitching taff: .
trailing le
World Serie crown,
like George Brett, Bob
Milwaukee, with the
3
v - with the lack of
4.1EXAS
Lang n, 1 -14 with
State by l
improved its talent- tarv d
B ne, Willie Wil n and
depth in their pit hing taff, addition of Dave Parker,
5. MINNESOTA
eattle and Montreal t
round of .
Frank White mixed in with
bullpen by obtaining 19 9
Ru 11 will be counted on
should make a run for the
6.SEAITLE
season, join Jim Abbott
Purdue Ir
division title. Parker, Robin
National League Cy Young youthful tars such as Bo
7.CHICAGO
continually to put out the
(12-12), Bert Blyleven (17......._
_
_
_
_
_
_
.....,weekend.
Award winner Mark Davis. Jae n, Danny Tartabull,
Yount and Paul Molitor
flames.
5), Kirk McCaskill (15-10)

Loudy's
Locker

Kevin Scitzer and Kurt
Stillwell will boo t Kansa
City during the crucial
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Raiders shed losing ways with revived hitting attac
JEFF LOUDERBACK
Sports Editor

Once mired deeply in a
losing streak, the Wright
State baseball squad has
rattled off six consecutive
wins to raise its record
above .500.
After defeating Iona in
the Hawaii Rainbow
Tournament, Wright State
improved to 8-7. But the
Raiders dropped seven of
their next eight games and, with sloppy fielding,
punchless hitting and
inconsistent pitching, they
appeared to be suffering a
total collapse.
Until last Thursday.
That's when Wright
State's sleepy bats awoke
and swept Xavier, 18-7 and
8-5. The Raiders followed
that with triumphs against
Miami, Akron and Chicago

State.

Wright State a 4-0 lead.
Led by shortstop Keith
Chicago State never
Gordon's three hits and
threatened as the Raiders
three runs batted in, Wright
stormed to a 12-0 edge
State sliced Miami, 10-5, at
before the Co .igars scored a
Oxford. Gordon slashed a
pair of runs in the eighth and
run-scoring triple iri the
ninth innings.
third inning to give the
Frankenberg slapped
Raiders a 2-0 edge - a lead
three singles while reserve
they would never surrender.
shortstop Dan Bassler and
Left fielder Brent
Raiders' triumph in game
complete game allowing
reserve third baseman Jeff
Fruhwirth and third baseone. In the nightcap,
two runs and three hits for
Ashton each had two hits.
man Brian Spears each
Sbrocco did not get an
the victory, his second of the
Eric Nation earned the
knocked in a pair of runs to
official at bat, but was
season against no losses.
victory in relief.
help Wright State. Todd
issued bases on balls and
Jesperson and Mark
At press time, the results
Pittman picked up the win to scored three runs.
Frankenberg combined for
of Wright State's battle with
improve his record to 2-1.
Center fielder Bob
five RBI in the second
Cincinnati were not availFresh from their scalping Jesperson was the offensive game. Tony Ramsdell went able. After a twinbill
of the Redskins, the Raiders savior in game one. The
the distance picking up his
tomorrow afternoon at
brought out the broom in
transfer from Triton Junior
first win of the season.
Detroit, the Raiders host
Akron by sweeping the
College in Illinois smacked
In action last Sunday,
Dayton on Friday at 4 p.m.
Zips, 5-2 and 12-3.
a three-run double in Wright Wright State lambasted the
Right fielder John
State's four-run sixth inning visiting Chicago State
DIAMOND
Sbrocco uncorked a produc- - that allowed the Raiders
Cougars, 12-4.
DABBLINGS
tive offensive afternoon for
to take a comfortable 5-0
Jesperson launched a
Wright State. The freshman advantage.
towering three-run blast in
-After surging to a
lashed three singles in the
Brian Kingdeski hurled a the second inning to give

Wright State baseball
raises its record
above.500

And, '

olfer at 1
peared
do no bet
middle oJ
Matd
ance in la
lucky Inv
Raiders c
day magi
second pl
-five t
tourney c

perfect 20-0 record at ho
last year, Wright State has
won two of six home ga
this season in victories 01
Ashland and Chicago S
-Pitcher Scott Hunts·
man is out for the season
with an elbow injury. The
burly sophomore is sched·
uled for surgery later this sin.
month.

Cli

-Scott Thompson is
only Raider appcari~g in JEFF LC
least 20 games who is . . S
batting over .300. The J ports Et
catcher is hitting .343 in
games. Third baseman B· Majoi
Spears is batting .299 and stars oft
leads the team in runs wi~ seen in a
21.
buck-Three Raiders tification
Spears, Fruhwirth and
Stadium
Jesperson - lead Wright
For tJ
State with 19 RBI Jespe Columbt
leads the Raiders with
offering
home runs.
Nights"
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New Look Mets will glide to National League crown

:eded
mthful
ry Sheffi
year'
n , will
Lim re a:

JEFF LOUDERBACK
Sports Editor

McReynolds and Howard
Johnson are the only viable
sources of run production.
But if you can't have power
hitting, load up on power
pitching. At least that's the
philosophy the Mets have
taken.
With Frank Viola, Ron
Darling, Sid Fernandez, Bob
Ojeda and Dwight Gooden
in the rotation, New York
owns the best pitching staff
in the National League. And
the bullpen will be equally
strong.
New York grabbed John
Franco from Cincinnati to
assume bullpen ace duties.
Alejandro Pena was signed
from Los Angeles for set-up
duties. David Cone and Jeff
Musselman should also
bolster the pen.

With an assortment of
punch-and-judy hitters such
as Dave Magadan, Gregg
Jefferies, Tim Teufel and
Kevin Elster, pitching will
be crucial for the Mets.
Injury prone Mike Marshall
was acquired from the
Dodgers for Juan Samuel to
increase the power output.
The Bleacher Bums at
Wrigley Field and multitudes of dedicated Cubs fans
across the country will
experience the excitement of
another pennant race. And,
if Andre Dawson regains his
hitting stroke, Chicago
could find itself in another
playoff clash.
Jerome Walton and
Dwight Smith, one and two
in last year's Rookie of the
Year voting, will provide

speed and consistency on
offense and defense. First
baseman Mark Grace and
second baseman Ryne
Sandberg add punch in the
middle of the order.
Pitching will determine
Chicago's success. An aging
Rick Sutcliffe, an erratic
Greg Maddux and darkhorse
Mike Bielecki comprise the
Cubs' top three starters. The
from the World Series
organization is expecting
winners of 1986.
strong numbers from
But, even without the
prospect Mike Harkey experience of Carter and
they'll need a 15-win
Hernandez, the Mets should
season.
not encounter trouble in
St. Louis is the only
their quest for a National
other threat to win the
League East crown.
National League East. To
The golden word in
make noise this season, the
Redbirds need an injury-free
Flushing Meadow pitching.
performance from Pedro
Guerrero. In a lineup not
Strawberry, Kevin
known for its punch,
Guerrero must team up with
outfielder Tom Brunansky
for the Cards to produce
Because of Wright State golfers for the final four
a crucial tournament for the runs.
head coach Fred Jefferson's tournaments of the spring,
Raiders.
In the past, St. Louis has
experimental rotation, the
Jefferson is utilizing a
"Four of the top six
counted on strong pitching
Raiders were without
rotation for the current
teams in this district and clutch hitting. But the
tournaments. Jefferson
standout golfer Frank
Ohio State, Illinois,
Cards won't have the
Lickliter. Picking up the
believes this rotation, which Marshall and Kent Stateservices of bullpen ace Todd
slack was Jason Hadden and gives each Raider golfer an
are in the tournament this
Worrell until July. John
opportunity to absorb
Dave Pashko.
weekend," Jefferson said.
Tudor, Danny Cox and Greg
tourney experience, is
That duo finished the
"We're not far behind those Mathews - if healthy helpful for the squad.
tournament in a second
schools so it's important
will help a sporadic St.
"We've played a variety that we beat at least three of Louis offense.
place tie overall with 144.
Iowa's Jeff Schmid captured of golfers in the tournaments them."
With Philadelphia in the
and each has performed to a
the overall title with 143.
Following the Marshall
division, Pittsburgh and
different degree," Jefferson
"Our perfonnance was
Invite and the Wright State
Montreal will battle for
said."With our accomplish- Spring Invitational on April fourth and fifth.
encouraging considering
ments the past two weekthat Frank Lickliter, one of
16, Jefferson plans to
Lacking a batting force
ends, it lets the team know
our better players, was not
evaluate his team's perform- to protect Jack Clark from·
that if someone has to miss a ance and select his team's
in the rotation," Jefferson
careful pitching, the San
tournament, we can still
top five golfers for the
said. "Wisconsin only beat
Diego Padres signed slugger
compete."
stretch run.
us by five strokes and it's
Joe Carter from the CleveWright State will
"From each golfer's
possible that Frank could
land Indians. Carter is the
compete
in the Marshall
have made the difference."
30-100 man manager Jack
see "Golf' page 12
To determine his top five Invitational this weekend McKeon has been searching
for - and the Trader will
see the results he has been
looking for when Carter
wreaks
havoc on National
throughout April, May and
ment values in Columbus
and universities. Students
League
pitchers.
by offering the student dis- June. The Clippers are also
who present their school
offering early-season
counts on these six dates.
ID' s at the stadium ticket
specials within the next
Also,
because
a
large
window will be admitted to
week.
number of students at area
a Clippers clash for $1.
Starting tonight and
"The Clippers recognize colleges are from outside
lasting
until Friday, any fan
we
hope
this
Central
Ohio,
the fact that many college
who
brings
a recyclable
will
serve
to
introduce
them
students are on tight
item
to
a
Clippers
game
to
some
quality
baseball
in
budgets," said Mark
will
be
admitted
free.
The
Warren, director of market- a beautiful facility."
Clippers battle the
Six of these special
ing and promotions for the
Richmond
Braves (Atnights
are
scattered
Clippers."This enhances
see
"Tickets"
page 12
one of the best entertain-

Loudy's
Locker
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Egos as large as the Big
Apple itself littered the New
York Mets on and off the
field la t
on.
Ten ion w high and
attitiudc cla hed with Keith
Hernandez, Gary Carter and
Darryl Strawberry roaming
around the same clubhouse.
And, to cap off a dismal
season, the unacceptable
bapened to the Mets - they
finished second behind the
Chicago Cubs.
To improve the team on
and off the fi ld, the Mets
unloaded Carter and
Hernandez. They also
disposed of coaches Sam
Perlozzo and Bill Robin on.
Only six player remain

EST

Linksters place second at Purdue Invite
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Sports Editor
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Wright State found it elf
trailing leader Michigan
State by 11 stroke after one
)TA
round of golf action in the
Purdue Invitational last
)
-----. weekend.
And, without their top
olfer at the tourney, it
peared the Raiders would
do no better that finish in the
)rd at ho middle of the field.
t State hal
Matching their perform10me ga ce in last week's Kenctories 01 lucky Invitational, the
icago S aiders concocted "secondott Hunts· day magic" and raJlicd to a
1e season second place fim h \\ ith 594
ijury. The - five trokes behind
e is sched· tourney champion Wisconlater this sin.

'.NIA

mpsonis

Clippers discount tickets available

ean
h ·~g in JEFF LOUDERBACK

"' 0 lS

J. The j ports Editor
~ .343 in
seman B Major league baseball
~ .299 and stars of the future can be
1 runs wi~ seen in action for just a
buck - with a college idenders- tification card - at Cooper
th and
Stadium in Columbus.
1d Wright
For the first time, the
3I Jespe Columbus Clippers are
s with
Offering a series of "College
Nights" for area colleges

In an effort to add
another bat with pop,
McKeon signed veteran
Fred Lynn to platoon in left
field with rookie Jerald
Clark and Darrin Jackson. In
a platoon situation, Lynn
will provide the Pads with a
productive season.
Now that Sandy Alomar
Jr. has been shipped out,
catcher Benito Santiago is
freed of pressure and
expected to produce big
numbers. Versatile Bip
Roberts and second baseman Roberto Alomar gives
San Diego quickness in the
infield.
From Roberts in the
leadoff slot to Santiago in
the seventh spot with
Alomar, Tony Gwynn,
Clark, Carter, and Lynn in
between, San Diego has one
of the most solid batting
orders in the National
League.
With Bruce Hurst, Eric
Show, Dennis Rasmussen,
Ed Whitson and fireballing
youngster Andy Benes, San
Diego possesses a balanced,
solid starting rotation.
The departure of Cy
Young Award winner Mark
Davis has left a hole in the
bullpen. Mark Grant and
Greg Harris are quality setup men, but former Padre
Craig Lefferts has the task
of successfully replacing
Davis - a mission that will
not easily be accomplished.
With a 25-plus save
season from Lefferts, San
Diego could sail into the
playoffs with relative ease.
Anything less from the
Padre stopper will allow the
NL West to have a pennant
race.
In Los Angeles, manager
Tommy Lasorda has lost
weight and the Dodger
see "Mets" page 12
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WSU bounced by
Xavier Musketeers
CI DY H RNE R
A i tant pons Edit r

On an ther

other went to three ets
fore the Mu ki took
ar f th m.
Th Raid r w r
. uppo cd t ho t the Dayt n
Fl r n Tu . day, uL th
w ath r w uldn ' Lall w iL

Tickets

Golf

continued from page 11

conti nued from page 11

lanta' AAA quad) and the
item will benefit Make
Room Columbu . Gametime fo r all three evening
7 p.m.
On Tue day, April 17,
per Stadium will be the
ight of Dime-A-D g
NighL A the lipper h t
th T I do Mud H n,

performance in the tournament , I'll be able to
make the t p five. That'
what we' re triving for in
thi rotati n - to d L rmine
wh will h Ip us f r th
final t umam nt leading to
th r gi nal ," Jeffer on

Clippers were recognized
last win ter a baseball'
"AAA Organization of the
Decade" by Baseball
America magazine.
Here are the "College
Night" date :

I

Pawtucket Red Sox (Bo ton) at 7 p.m., a firework ~
how will be held.
·
und ay, May 13 - A
ladie All-Star oftball
game will f llow the
Clipper -R d ox battle,
which tar~ at 2 p.m. All
CINDY I
ladi wearing oftball
uniC rm are admitted fr e sistant
Thur day, May 17 Old m

h

team travel d t Xavi r
Monday , where Xavi r
defeated the Raider 7-2
thus completing a weep
over Wright State f r the
day.
With the los , Wright
State fall to 3-8 on the
season.
The bounces ju t haven't
been going their way this
season so far.
The Raiders did manage
to pull out a couple of
victories in singles play.
Mark Lawton, who hold
the second spot on the team,
downed his opponent in two
ts, 7-5 and 6-2, and Pete
Walla e, wh hold the fifth
t, wa th olh r Raid rt
in tw
Raider lo tall th ir d ublc
matches; two of them were
lo tin straight sets and the

ni r' ec nd n utive
week of being awarded that
honor. He is 1-4 while
playing in the fir t ingle
spot on the team and 3-2
while in the second ingles
spot thi season.
Lawton and Nathan
Brannon have a 2-8 record
in doubles competition.
Partners Heath Goolsby and
Steve Silverberg are 3-7.
Due to rain and scheduling problems this season,
five matche have been
postponed. Before the
Xavier match, the Raiders
had not participated in a
match ince March 2 .
Th Raid r will g
r
th ir
ond win fl
n n xt Tu day when
th Y tra cl t
rthcm
Kentucky for a 3 p.m.
match.

Student
Government Elections
Informational Meeting
M onday April 16th
3:00pn1 041 Univer ity
__/
Center

~

Check it out!

nt
h. Th r i a limit f fiv
h Ldog per per n per trip
Lo the concc ion tand.
The AAA affiliate of the
New York Yankees, the

ivc invitation
to the r gi nal tournam nt,
which i held at the end of
May.

Mets
conti nued from page 11

Under the guidance of
fir
t-year
manager Lou
lineup has gained power.
Piniella, the Cincinnati
With the addition of Juan
Reds should improve from
Samuel in center field and
Hubie Brooks in right field, last year's turmoil-filled
sea on. But there are many
LA has beefed up a previquestions for the Reds to
ously meatles batting
an wer before they win
order.
The Dodgers are hoping their first division since
1979.
for productive and healthy
Eric Davi is the
sea ns from left fielder Kal
league' premier powerDaniel and aging fir t
d man , but it' d ubtful
ba · man ddi Murray. A
that
h will urviv Lh
h althy · a · n fr m Kirk
entire
a ·on without m
Gib n, wh i curr ntly on
Jcjnd f injury. Bary Larkin,
the di ablcd Ii t, could
Paul O' eill and Todd
allow the Dodger to
Benzinger, all key parts to
overpower San Diego.
P

A T

H

F

I
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Career
Concerns?
Call Pathfind r for ca 'r
coun ling scrvi
Maxm Skuba, M.S., Licen~cd
Professional Coun !or
93 W. Franklin, Suite 103, Centerville
433-4430 or 767-7551

Looking for the right
summer job?
.~..a-._
,, _
· _

JMPORT ·HOUSE
124 Dayton Street
Yellow Springs, Ohio
767-9499
Complete selection of smoking supplies
Tic Dyes
Silkscreens and posters
Guatemalan Goods
Imported gifts

Open: 11 a.m . - 10 p.m.
Monday thru Saturday
1:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. Sunday

p.m.
Satu rday, May 12 After the Clippers ho t the

unday J un e 3 - Int
la t " oil c Night" of the
ca on, the Clipper cla h
with the Omaha Royal
(Kan a City) at 2 p.m.

We're looking for just the right people!
If you are interested in obtaining
i.nformation on sum mer employment,
we will be available to talk to you
and t o answer any questions you
might have on Wednesday, April 18
from 9:00am - 12:00pm out side Allyn
Ha l.I Lounge. We are Express Services
temporary and permanent personnel
- where applicants never pay a fee.

the Reds offen e, are
coming off injuries.
After all-star pitcher
Tom Browning, the Cincinnati starting rotation is a
mystery. Danny Jackson,
Joe Rijo and Ron Robinson
have all experi need injury
trouble. Rick Mahler
continues to pitch with an
aging arm.
Cincinnati was the only
ati nal League We t team
to not win a divi i n title in
the 1
With the ard Lhe Red
have been dealt this season,
1990 won ' t be any different.

1990 NL EAST PRE·
DICTIONS
1.NEW YORK
2. ST. LOUIS
3. ClllCAGO
4.MONTREAL
5. PITTSBURGH
6. PHILADELPHIA

1990NL WEST
P REDICTIO NS

4. SAN FRANCIS
5. ATLANTA
6. HOUSTON

Give them

the full
color report.
The next time you need to make an important presentation,
come to Kinko's. We can make great color copies and
overheads from your presentation materials. Come into
Kinko's today to see for yourself.

·--------------: 99¢ Color Copies
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
I

Limit five 81/2" x 11" color copies. One coupon per customer,
at participating Kinko's. Not valid with other offers.
Offer expires 4-30-90.

open 7 nays

429-2585
2646 Colonel Glenn Hwy.

k·lnl.·
g •r•
ft

the copy center

·---------------
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Inclement weather stifles Wright State softball

oft ball
w the
ox battle,
2p.m.All
NDYHORNER
oft all
Im i ued fr cAssistant Sports Editor

May 17 -

Old man winter ha

fu d to go away and has
len away many game
t are on the pring
1ne - In
hedule this eason.
fight" of lhe Wright State's women's
ppcr eta h ftball team has suffered
e cancellations because
a Royal
the
weather. They were
ll 2 p.m.
heduled to play 10 games
- - - - - 1.........:·ng last Wednesday - - - - - . .1ocy only managed to play
o of them.
&:AST PRE· All of the games on
lONS
ir schedule are double)RK
TIS
iO
YHORNER
.E AL

headers.
They hosted Northern
Kentucky last Thursday and
wept them away boosting
their record one-step closer
to the .500 mark at 8-9.
In the first game the
Raiders were involved in
another one-run game, their
sixth of the season as they
edged the Norsewomen by
a score of 3-2.
Going into the sixth
inning, the score was 2-1
Wright State. In the seventh
and final inning, Northern
Kentucky scored a run to
tie the game at 2-2. The

Raiders made sure they
didn't see any extra innings
by scoring a run in their
half of the inning to come
away with the victory.
Cathy Smith, Wright
State's designated hitter,
went 1 for 3 with a single
that knocked in two runs in
the sixth inning, and Tracy
Hawkins also went 1for3
knocking in the other run.
Joanna Martin and Nancy
Schurr had two hits apiece.
Amy Albery went the
distance to receive her third
win of the season. She gave
up five hits and three walks

etters adjusting to coach

URGH
1ELPHIA

fL WEST

~TIO NS

There are always going

be changes when a new
h talces over a team.
team has to become

to the coach, and the
h has to become used to
players.
As Wright State's
en's tennis squad takes
a new season, they've
TA
d to go through some
ON
~ustments - but they
_ _ ____, ._ve gone smoothly.
"Adjusting to a new
h is tough," First year
h Charlie Painter said.
ey've seemed to have
nded pretty well. I've
y been here since
tober, and it feels real
mfortable. It feels like I
ve been coaching them
ever."
t presentation. At the present time the
·copies and
sits at 1-2. In their
s. Come into me-opener, Wright State
fered their first loss
.
hen they faced a tough
ooster team. The Scots
le away all the matches
eating the Raiders 9-0 .
Their second match was
~tes
h better. Wright State
)er customer,
hed
with Ohio Northern
r offers.
t Thursday at Tom Cloud
, Wright State's home
, and came away with
7-2 victory.
They greeted the
ewomen by taking five
t of six singles matches.
·e Boulton, who holds
first singles spot on the
----...-..:.:am, downed her opponent
• 1ll two sets, 6-2 and 6-3.

EGO
lGELES

•

Freshman Traci Hunter
played in the second spot
for the second straight
match and also downed her
opponent in two sets 6-4
and 6-2. Hunter has been
playing for Jennie Booth
who is coming off knee
surgery, but has been
playing doubles. Tina
(Tiller) Hopf had a tougher
time playing in the third
spot as she downed her
opponent in three sets 4-6,
6-4, and 7-6 (7-4 was the
tiebreaker score), and
Ginger Rapp and Christal
Vandyke also defeated their
opponents in two sets both
by a score of 6-1 and 6-0.
In first doubles, partners
Boulton and Booth won in
two sets 6-2 and 6-2, and
partners Rapp and VanDyke
also won in two 6-1 and 61.
Painter likes most of
what he has seen thus far in
this early season.
"The players have been
super to work with," Painter
said. "They've worked hard.
I think they'll get better and
better. Many teams are
ahead of us because they
went on a trip (like Hilton
Head, therefore other teams
have more matches in), and
we didn't We got new
uniforms instead of going to
Hilton Head."
On Monday, the Raiders
took to the court again at
Tom Cloud Park when they
hosted Xavier.
Xavier proved to be too
tough for the Raiders as
they defeated them 8-1.

Wright State pulled out one
singles match. Booth played
singles for the first time this
season as she took her
opponent to two long sets
and came out the victor 7-6
(the tiebreaker was 7-4) and
7-5.
"Xavier was just too
tough for us right now,"
Painter said. "They have a
tough team."
Painter has a lot of goals
for this year's team. All the
women's teams are in the
North Star Conference now.
"I want to win the North
Star Conference and make
plans for the conference
tournament," Painter said.
"We miss Amy Stem a
lot (she held the first singles
spot on the team last year),"
Painter continued. "When
you lose the number one,
everyone else moves up.
Lorie (Boulton) has done a
super job. She has been a
good leader as the team
captain. Everyone gets
along real well on the
team."
Painter felt that he had a
good recruiting season
considering how late a start
he had with just taking over
in October. Two incoming
freshmen have already
committed to Wright State
for next year's team. They
will be signing national
letters of intent.
The Raiders will
continue their homestand
when they host a tri-match

this Saturday at 9 a.m., with
Akron and Cincinnati
coming in.

that scored two runs, both
earned. She also recorded
two strikeouts. The Raiders
had eight hits and one error.
In the second game, the
Raiders showed that they
have power by scattering 17
hits as they downed Northern Kentucky 10-0.
Colleen Plageman
evened her record at 2-2 by
posting the shutout She
gave up only four hitS, one
walk, and recorded one
strikeout.
Hawkins went 2 for 4,
knocking in four runs and
scoring another. Shortstop

Chris Hawker went 3 for 4
em Kentocky. Schurr also
scoring two runs and
holds the best fielding
knocking in one. Schurr
percentage on the team with
and Andrea Carter both
a 1.000.
went perfect at the plate
Junior Tracy Hawkins
with three hits apiece while leads the team with a .400
combining for three RBI.
batting average and 20 RBI.
Hawker and Schurr each
Freshman Amy Albery
had two stolen bases.
is leading the team in
On Monday, the Raiders pitching with a 0.89 earned
traveled to Otterbein for
run average and a 3-3
two more, but due to
record.
scheduling problems they
The Raiders will begin
did not play.
an eight-game homestand
Freshman Nancy Schurr (four doubleheaders)
was chosen as the playerstarting this Thursday when
of-the-week. She had a
they clash with Butler at
five-hit day against North3:30 p.m.
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Bands

Depp
continued from page 4

run down th trcct and gra
an Id lady' pur .

him any job . H tri d
yeballs. And I ct n 'tr ally
anoth r band. D pre ed and agre with having und rbr kc, he did an pi ode f
. ver op. in hi gh h )I.
"H t l."
Th . h w h uld
ught f
pl .'

continued from page 4

a h other' money, th y' re
th h t, their ar r · arc
qua!. Th y're a coup! f r

Jonatan ays that ew Yo1ru.---hang 'd the hand'
on life," In L.~~BTI

h

t."

Wnt r: a · mbl 1, includin
Patty H ar ·t and -p rn
star Tra i rds.
n · h play d
id I Iggy P p.
A tcrrifi a the" ryBaby" experience w ,
Depp views working with
mu ical.
Ryder and "Batman'"s
'Tm not comfortable
Burton on "Edward Sci dri ing down the street and
orhands" - a fantasy about
eeing my face up there,"
say the one-time gas tation a young man with cis or
for hands - as something
attendant. But he loves it
that the part of Wade "Cry
pecial:
Baby" Walker pokes fun at
"I think Winona i a
his image.
great actress and the fact
Depp connected with
that we are together, that we
are in love with each other,
Water , the Baltimore cultfilm director ("Pink Flamin- can only make really
go ," "Hair pray"), in a
amazing stuff between u m
maj r way. He call Water
that movie."
1

and d id L try it.
Wh n"Jump tr t'
"The de ripti n for th
went on th air in 19 7, i
hara ter was a big j k, a
youth-appeal dramati
blond-haired blue-eyed
made it the Fox network's
California beach bum guy. I first hit and catapulted Depp
looked like a vampire, all
to teen-idol statu .
white and sunken."
Depp, who swears he's
Depp made S1,200 a
never given an interview to
week playing a Freddy
a teen magazine, comKrueger victim, "more
plained bitterly as label like
money than I'd ever
"teen idol" and "rebel" were
dreamed of." When he
attached to him. He doe n' t
finished, the band had
conceal his de ire to be rid
broken up.
of "Jump Street."
He landed the small role
"It' repetitive. I'm a
of soldier Lerner in "Plalittle long in the tooth i r it.
toon," but the film didn't get I'm a little dark under the

Str

L"

iation of
Theater Owner -ShoWe t
gathering.
Depp ha flirted with a
econd trip to the altar more
than once. He was briefly
engaged to a tresses
Jennifer Grey ("Dirty
Dan ing") and Sherilyn
Fenn ("Two Moon J unction"). Thi time "it's
reciprocal, which is nice."
"I can't think of a better
couple," ays director
Water . "They're not after

Every night
1 and up

WSU Book Go-Op
Manager Wanted
The WSU Book CoOp is now accepting
applications for the
position of manager.
Deadline for submitting an application is
April 20th.

A alway pr p r
I.D. and dr . 1.
r quirl:d
caEh pri:t .
1.00 off r r

N w featuring frozen cakes and 1 gs!
Ready t pick up or pecial order
(allow 24 hours for special orders)

~
~

Electric Angels were
y got :
influenced by Aero mith,
see :
Kis and other bands but Yre besi
,
'
all c
heard a new name on the s BA~
li t- Nikki Sixx bassi ti April 20
songwriter for Motley C April 2
Jonathan attributes a lot to
for$
Nikki whom Jonathan had
om
81
the plea ure of seeing way
pm.
back when Nikki was in a FLY A
band called London. Thert · g contc
are a lot of common facto • acros:
between the two men, but ~e
think after talking to
e. Si~;
Jonathan for awhile tho e call 873trai were alway there · . A DI
Nikki made him realize it.
The boy hope to be on
th r ad thi spring and I
\ ill k p y u p t d n
date . Unf rtunatcly Dang
Dan ' r wa. h r not t )
I ng ago · all I an ay i
you snooze you l
. Bo
band have powerful albu
that arc available everywh r , and you can catch
El ctric Angel n th
We tw od n Radi
N tw rk and on the
Headbangcr' Ball.

'o

f

work!

Bring In any 110, 126, 135 or Dlsc Color Prtnt Film for Cilek
Foto Express 4· JUMBO Color Print Processing and get
your second set of rlnts absolute! FREEll
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CLASSIFIED

Events
ENTERMETAL
MONDAY. Enter metal
band Foxx, popular in the
leveland area. Enter
v lume, Exit quiet
Monday ' . Monday, April
2 , p..m. Rath kcllcr. A
U B cv nt

REDS! The players
y got a settlement, so
go see them do what
y're best at, playing
all. CINCINNATI
S BASEBALL 1RIP
April 20. Tickets go on
April 2 in the UC box
>t to for $5. Vans will
had from the Rike parking
at 5pm. A UCB event

·e
th

bdt

way~-------

in a FLY A KITE! Kite
here · g contest April 12,
, across from the soccer
Make your own or use
bought one. Prizes
e. Sign up in 048 UC
o e call 873 -2329, and go fly
·e · . A UCB event.

WRIGHT STATE
CINEMA presents PINK
FLAMINGOS. Witness the
replusive_exploits of the
filthiest people alive in the
most midnight movie of all!
Staring Divine, David
Lochary, Mink Stole, and
Edith Massey. Witness an
actual, live 69-shrirnp job!
Fri/Sat,9p.m. 116 HS. A
UCB event

Help Wanted
_______

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Services

ATTENTION :EARN
MONEY WATCHING TV!
$32,000/year income
'potential. Details. (1)6028885 exxt. TV4242

A FREE GIFf JUST FOR
CALLING. PLUS RAISE
UP TO $1,700 IN ONLY 10
DAYS. Student groups, frats
and sororities needed for
marketing project on
campus. For details plus
your FREE GITT, Group
officers call 1-800-765-8472

WORD PROCESSING Reports, thesis,
presentations, resumes, any
ize document.
Profe ional, laser quality.
Quick tum around time.
Reasonable rates. Call Netta
at 237-0751

NANNIES!!! A the
world's fastest growing
agency in the East, we offer
immediate placement in the
New York, New Jersey,
Connecticut areas. Our
agency• s "plus" is that you
personally meet with our
parents and children before
you accept a position. Great
benefits! Over 300 nannies
placed yearly. Yearly
employment only. Call your
local rep Sharon at 4349542 or call NANNIES
PLUS 1-800-752-0078

HUMAN FAcToRs
ENGINEERING students
needed (Juniors, Seniors &
Masters level only) for a
Human Factors project at
OHIO ENERGY
the Armstrong Aerospace
CONTRATORS corp. inc. Medical Laboratory at
i · now accepLing
nearby Wright-Patterson
application for sales
AFB. The project involves
po itions in the states largest design issues for airtraffic
growing home remodeling
control work tations &
firm . Qualified applicants
computerized moving map
h uld be mature college
y terns for automobil s.
· nior or college graduate
Students are needed for (2)
with outgoing personality
2-hour session (on separate
and an endless appetite for
days) & the pay is $30. U.S .
ucces and responsibility.
citizenship is required. For
Ohio Energy is a Columbu
more information call Judy
based firm with plans to
at 255-3432/255-1209
expand to Dayton in the
HT TATE
7a.m.-4:30p.m. M-F
next few months. Wages are
EMA pre n THE
R R HERZCXJ ON- excellent and theopportunity EASY MONEY!
for advancement coincides
FILM
STUDENTS needed to
wi th attitude and inovation.
TIV AL wh ich includes
participate in Human
The highest wages in the
autions Against
Factors projects at $5.00/
industry. Current salesman
tics" an elaborate
hour minimum. Flexible
now earn 25K and up. Those scheduling;nolongtenn
tical joke involving
interested applicants please
an celebrities and a
commitment required.
anned protector of race conatct Steven Galack at
BOTHMENAND
, "Last Words" about 614-291-5400 M-F lla.m.WOMEN NEEDED. U.S.
5p.m.
hermit forcibly
citizenship required &
ht back to society,
certain qualifactions may
wMuch WOod Can a
have to be met For more
chuck Chuck" features DANCERS no experience
information call Judy at
World Championship for necessary, full or part time,
255-3432/255-1209 7a.m.speed livestock
paid daily or weekly. K-C
4:30p.m., M-F
tioneers, and "God's
Lounge 4766 Airway Rd
Man" a California
258-9017
evangelist goes haywire.
NEEDED: Someone to type
day, 7p.m., 116 HS. A
ATTENTION EARN
short articles each week
event
MONEY READING
during spring quarter (up to
BOOKS! $32,000/year
income potential. Details. 1- 4 pages per week). Possibly
GY POP -from The
602-838-8885 ext Bk 4242 other work also. Pay is
negotiable. Please contact
es, David Bowie and a
MB G679 ASAP!
erse solo career, to our
ATTENTION- EASY
pus! Saturday, April 21
WORK EXCELLENT
l8p.m. in the Medical
PAY! Assemble products at NEED A SUMMER JOB?
Not taking summer classes?
~nces Auditorium. Iggy
home. Details. 1-602-838Do you have excellent oral,
!Ill talk about his new
8885 ext. W 4242
written and interpersonals
m"Brick by Brick," to
skills? Want to work with
released this summer, his ATTENTION- HIRING!
new students? Then become
film, "Cry Baby," and
Government Jobs - your
a student Orientation leader
' may even sing a bit.
area. Many immedia~.
and be an omportant part of
t kets are on sale in the
openings without wrutmg
list or test. $17 ,840-$69 ,485. new student orientation Pick
box office, 873-2900.
up an application in 122
Call 1-602-838-8885 ext R
sored by University
Allyn
Hall or call 873-3510
.. : ,_,, ter Board
4242

,

~

~

Aos

PART TIME JOBS!
Flexible evening hours.
Commercial office cleaning.
Advancemant and bonus
opportunities. Various
positions and locations. Call
David at Environmental
Control. 277-4181

For Sale
FOR SALE 1988 Ford EC
150 conversion van 11,000
miles, great condition. Many
extras, equiped for wheel
chair exessibility (lift amd
hand controls). Call 4291469 ask for Rob
ATTENTION
GOVERNMENT SEIZED
VEIDCLES from $100.
Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes,
Chevys. Surplus Buyers
Guide. 1-602-838-8885 ext.
A4242

Housing
ATTENTION
GOVERNMENT HOMES
from $1 (U-repair).
Delinquent tax property.
Repossessions. Call 1-602838-8885 ext. GH4242
ROOM FOR RENT East
Dayton neighborhood $200/
mo including utilities, males
only please. Contact Greg or
Mike at 253-8158
IS IT TRUE you can buy
jeeps for $44 through the
U.S. Government? Get the
facts today! Call (708) 7421142 ext 1792

CARE-FREE TYPING
SERVICE Resumes,
essays, thesis, newsletters,
custom layouts, graphics
and more! 20% off on first
visits! We specialize in
spelling, grammar, &
punctuation. Highest
quality and lowest prices
guaranteed! 24-hour
turnaround. 264 Orville St.
#3, Fairborn. Call Holly/
Harold at 878-1478
WORD PROCESSING Reports, documents of any
size, presentations, thesis20+ years experience.
Professional, laser quality.
Reasonable rates. Call Netta
at 237-0751 - leave
message.

Personals
NEEDED obese dominatrix
for explicit evening of social
interaction. Appreciation for
clas ics, dining and slime
molds a must Please supply
your own equipment. MB#
U441
WARGAMERS NEEDED
to participate in new play by
mail computer enhanced
intergalactic war game.
Compete against 40 other
players throughout the
United States but in the
privacy of your home.
Challenging, exciting! It's
FREE!!! Call Chris Kougias
@879-5921 ext 7319.m
After 12 Apr, writ 8432
Rocky Path, San Antonio,
TX (512) 521-2829
HEADING FOR
EUROPETlllS
SUMMER? Jet there
anytime from Cleveland,
Detroit, or Chicago for no
more than $229, from the
East Coast for no more than
$160 with AIRHITCH
(reported in Consumer
Reports, NY Times, & Let's
Go!) Call 212-864-2000 or
writeAIRlllTCH 2790
Broadway, Ste. 100, New
York Y 10025

HAVING T ROUBLE with
studies? FREE tutoring m
Math Physics,
ATTE TION
Communications, History.
NATIONALIST
Call Eric at 845-3253
M EMBER : My name is
Renee and I am condu ~ ting
a study on white people's
NEED CASH NOW or
experience of racial issues.
during the summer? You
I am interested in contactin1 ;
can easily earn $300-500 a
members of the Nationalist
week selling our
group to interview for this
environmental products.
study. If you are interested
Training provided. Send
in being interviewed please
letter of interest to 262
Hedge Dr. Springfield Ohio call me at 223-6562 or leave
message.
45504

>
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Announcing new lower prices on the Macintosh SE
and Macintosh Plus.
If ou d 1ike to enhance your education
and your budget, take note. We ju t lowered
prices on two powerful members of our
Macinto h® family, the Macintosh SE and
the Macintosh Plus.
They'll put a world of possibilities at
your fingertips. Like graphing the economic
impact of Japanese expansionism. Analyzing Freud. Or ju t organizing that tack of
notes. Better yet, once you've mastered one
application you can use them all, because

all Macintosh software works the same way.
And ince every Macintosh runs the same
software and is expandable, it can grow
with you as your needs change.
Considering all this, you should have
no doubts about which course to take. Give
a Macintosh a try, and save.

"®

The power to b~ your bes[

Roth Office Products
108 N. Jefferson Street, Downtown Dayton
Frank Parenteau • 252-1221
0 1990 Apple Computer. Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. The power to be your best is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc

